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TEAR:TORNis a collection of mixed media

pieces by third year MFA Painting candidate Erica Hopkins. 
Employing collage, video, and photography, the series exhibits 
the journey of self-discovery, defining “ecstasy” through the act 
of tearing in relationship to being torn. By collaging fragments 
of papers and photographs of everyday life, the series becomes 
an action of reconstructing chaos in the confinement of square 
panels. Buried in the layers of tearing, madness is brought to 
order, forming a portrait of the artist.
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16 inclinations, 2016
mixed media on wood
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(detail) 16 inclinations, 2016
mixed media on wood
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About 
the Art ist

Erica Hopkins is an artist originally from 
Anchorage, Alaska.  She has a BA in Art History, 
with an extensive background in theatre and 
music. While working on her undergraduate 
degree, she began creating her own art to better 
understand those she studied. Her work utilizes 
the various mediums of painting, alternative 
photography, mixed media, video, and sound 
art to explore themes of identity, psychology, 
beauty, and destruction.  She is currently an 
MFA Visual Arts candidate in Painting at George 
Mason University.
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what would i would rather, 2017
mixed media on wood
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facsimiles, 2016
mixed media on wood
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A SPACE FOR INQUIRY

George Mason University Libraries provides 
a hybrid, walk-through exhibition space 
in Fenwick Library to enhance and enrich 
teaching, learning and culture at the University. 
This space highlights library resources 
together with original visual artwork.

Exhibit themes emphasize facets of the 
Libraries’ collections, research interests of 
Mason faculty, students and staff, Mason’s 
curriculum and local cultural initiatives. 
Fenwick Gallery is dedicated to exhibiting 
high quality works by students, faculty, 
staff and other emerging and experienced 
artists that highlight aspects of the Libraries’ 
collections.
For more information, visit: fenwickgallery.gmu.edu 

OUR GOALS

• Stimulate intellectual and creative reflection 
through visual and multimedia exhibitions, 
discussions, etc. 

• Highlight research and scholarship at/of 
George Mason University 

• Promote the Libraries’ collections and 
encourage scholarly and cultural inquiry at 
George Mason University 

• Promote the Libraries’ academic and 
cultural mission 

• Support the Libraries’ development 
program and goals 

All artwork copyright the artist Erica Hopkins, images courtesy of Fenwick Gallery, unless noted. 
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